XAVIER RIBAS
BARCELONA
Investigating visual representation of underprivileged city neighbourhoods

XAVIER RIBAS

RESEARCH OUTPUT

Les Roquetes #15
Setze barris. Mil ciutats.
Fotografies per a altres relats de
Barcelona
(Sixteen neighbourhoods. A
thousand cities. Photographs for
other stories of Barcelona)
17 February - 17 May 2019

Barcelona is a collection of 40 photographs produced from an
exploration of Les Roquetes and Trinitat Nova, two outlying
neighbourhoods of the Nou Barris area of the city, as part of a
council commission to develop a better understanding of the
lives and urban environments of their inhabitants.
The research included discussions with the subjects of the photographs
and considered how photographic records can contribute to portrayals
of lives in specific environments. Ribas used the commission to extend
his longer-term research into the relationship between people and place
as conveyed through photography.
Selected photographs were first exhibited as part of Setze barris.
Mil ciutats. Fotografies per a altres relats de Barcelona [Sixteen
neighbourhoods. A thousand cities. Photographs for other stories of
Barcelona], El Borsí, Barcelona, 17 February to 17 May 2019. Ribas
conducted community meetings to discuss the photographs. Following
further exhibition at venues in Les Roquetes and Trinitat Nova, a final
selection of photographs were transferred to the Arxiu Fotogràfic de
Barcelona to further an understanding of the city’s inhabitants and their
relationship with the environment of the specific districts.
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LES ROQUETES

(right top to bottom - left top to bottom)
Les Roquetes #1 - #6
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Les Roquetes #7 - #11
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Les Roquetes #12 - #16
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Les Roquetes #17 - #20
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TRINITAT NOVA
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Trinitat Nova #1 - #6
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Trinitat Nova #7 - #12
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Trinitat Nova #13 - #17
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Trinitat Nova #18 - #20
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Trinitat Nova #13
Setze barris. Mil ciutats.
Fotografies per a altres relats de
Barcelona

Ribas’ research interrogates the portrayal of the body in
space and how this understanding might be applied to formal
records of cities and their inhabitants, particularly where underrepresented areas are being recorded.
The following questions were articulated and refined during the
research:
•
•
•

How does still photography offer adequate representation of
outlying and rarely-portrayed neighbourhoods?
How does photography represent the relationship between
inhabitants, their environments and the routines of daily lives?
How recognisable to the inhabitants is a selective photographic
record of an outlying and under-represented area?
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
Xavier Ribas was one of eleven artists commissioned by
Barcelona City Council to document sixteen low-income
neighbourhoods in the city between July and December of
2018 as part of Setze barris. Mil ciutats. Fotografies per a altres
relats de Barcelona [Sixteen neighbourhoods. A thousand cities.
Photographs for other stories of Barcelona].
These communities had emerged in the 1960s and 1970s when workers
and their families migrated to Barcelona from other parts of Spain and
developed informal communities on the outskirts. During the 1990s,
these neighbourhoods of temporary housing and precarious urbanism
were consolidated into the city with an extensive programme of urban
regeneration and investment in public transport, social and community
services.
The Barcelona City Council, in conjunction with the Arxiu Fotogràfic
de Barcelona (Photographic Archive of the City of Barcelona),
commissioned the photographic documentation of these
neighbourhoods, recognising the lack of representation in the city’s
photographic archive. It also understood that official visual archives
tend to rely primarily on documentation of city centres and historical
communities and sought to address this imbalance.
The curators, Marta Dahó and Marta Delclòs, selected Ribas for his
international reputation and experience in the photography of the
city’s urban inhabitants, for example: the photographs he published
as Sundays 1994-97 (1998) and exhibited in Time as Matter, Museu
d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona (MACBA) (2009); his prior MACBA
commission for Metropolitan Images of the New Barcelona (2007,
curated, Jorge Ribalta); and his series ‘LC (2003)’, all now in the MACBA
permanent collection and widely exhibited in Catalonia.
Ribas used the commission to explore interactions of public space and
the human body, building on a career-long investigation of aspects of
the city and urban community use of specific environments. The work
was contextualised theoretically by Bourdieu’s interpretation of the
concept of ‘habitus’ as a materialised memory, a socialised subjectivity,
and an embodied system of dispositions (Bourdieu, 1977).
Ribas’ career has made him a notable photographer of the Barcelona
landscape, producing major collections since the 1990s. His work
has been described by David Campany as, ‘the social anthropology
of landscape’ (Campany, 2013). The unique role of the experimental
photographer in this particular setting is important; describing earlier
works on the Barcelona cityscape, Campany notes, ‘The happiness
achieved by the photographer in such spaces (and by extension the
viewer of such photographs), is always provisional, often politically
charged and inevitably bittersweet’ (Campany, 2013).
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(top) Impresiones #4
Cover of publication
(bottom) ‘LC (2003)’
Publicity for exhibition
Ribas has a long-standing
reputation as a photographer of
the urban landscape in Barcelona
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RESEARCH PROCESS
Following discussions on the current
archives, its composition and the challenges
of representing the city, Ribas’ visits to
the neighbourhoods began with informal
interviews, often in the form of a guided walk.
Through encounters with members of the community,
neighbourhood associations and activists, Ribas
tested the parameters of representation across a
diversity of the inhabitants, and considered the
means through which the lives he witnessed as a
visitor could be reconciled with the selective process
of still photography.
He took approximately 500 individual images during
the period. From these photographs he made a
selection of 12 from each neighbourhood to be part
of the exhibition Setze barris. Mil ciutats. Fotografies
per a altres relats de Barcelona, El Borsí, Barcelona,
(17 February - 17 May 2019).
Ribas used photography as an element in a broader,
visual-ethnographic practice, discussing residents’
histories with them alongside the picturing process.
Concurrent with the El Borsí exhibition, Ribas
gathered two community meetings (13 and 19 March
2019) to discuss the photographs, investigate the
reception of the images and discuss the selection
prior to deposit with the archives.
At the meetings, inhabitants of the areas spoke
about their personal histories in some of the
pictured locations, others spoke about community
events, collective actions and demonstrations they
had undertaken to demand improvements for the
community.

Community exhibition venues
(top) Centre Ton i Guida
Les Roquetes, Barcelona

There were two subsequent exhibitions in the areas
the photographs had been taken.

(bottom) Casal Som la Pera
Trinitat Nova, Barcelona

•

Trinitat Nova: Exhibition Casal Som la Pera, 13
June - 7 July 2019 (Meeting 19 March 2019)

•

Les Roquetes: Exhibition Centre Ton i Guida 1424 January 2020. (Meeting 13 March 2019).

From each neighbourhood, 20 images were then
selected to be included in the city’s photographic
archive and the recordings of the interview meetings
were included alongside them.
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Barcelona

Les Roquetes #4 and #10
Showing Ribas’ documentation of ways in which inhabitants engage with
spaces and the relationships between individual activity, group interaction
and the outdoor spaces in which these develop.
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Barcelona

Trinitat Nova #6 and #8
Showing Ribas’ documentation of spaces formed through architectural
structures and how the movement of inhabitants through those spaces
contrasts with the rest and leisure activity that can be witnessed.
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Barcelona
(top) Les Roquetes #18
(bottom) Trinitat Nova #9
Ribas’ photography helps
recognise the manifold uses of
the constructed urban space,
with play and leisure activity
demonstrating the relationships
between people and place that
characterise the environment.
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Barcelona
Trinitat Nova #17 and #18
Showing examples of the few
images of uninhabited space
within the set of photographs.
Such images prompt the question
as to how and when the space will
be populated and what routes
to and from it are defined or
suggested, while also yielding
evidence of construction work and
other traces of how the city fringes
have been developed.
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS
Ribas created photographs destined
for archive holdings and used this to
investigate visual representation of more
inclusive interactions between residents and
the city. His images develop the sense of the
city as a network of knowledge, evidencing
experiences and circumstances that underpin
the idea of connectedness rather than isolation.
Ribas’ research considered graphically how history
is inscribed in the body and what an individual’s
relationship is with the space around it. Through his
photography, he developed an understanding of
how this informs documentary practice, investigating
inclusive and participatory modes through informal
and recorded interviews. He examined and brought
new understanding to the portrayal of everyday lives,
the habitus associated with daily experience and how
inhabitants navigate the urban environment.
Compositions draw attention to the scale of
humanity and the intersecting framework of their
physical world. People were captured in dialogue
or in observation of each other, and the final
selection balances the variety of built and natural
environmental elements that frame human activity.
Ribas experiments with scale and placement,
photographing inhabitants glimpsed in daily activities
between lamposts or trees, and with a palpable
relationship to the objects that surround them: cars,
pavements, pylons.
Les Roquetes #12
Ribas used variations in the scale of
people against the urban and natural
backdrop of the area, one of the
ways he developed a sense of the
inhabitants’ daily purpose
and routine.

The discussions with inhabitants at the two venues
allowed for further consideration as to the value
of photography to those being represented
and whether the deposited recordings imbued
the photograph with a sense of process and
representation beyond the still image. By
incorporating local voices, Ribas worked counter
to traditional, unidirectional or ‘extractive’,
representations of marginalised communities,
taking steps towards decentring the archive in an
exploration of its function and potential by visually
representing little-considered communities and
neighbourhoods.
Ribas recognised and evolved the potential of civic
visual archives in representing its people and their
lives, contributing to debates as to the changing
requirements, possibilities and obligations in civic
archival practices.
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Barcelona

Les Roquetes #15 and #20
Ribas’ developed the sense of context with the wider city
using landscape backdrops to offset human activity such
as the lone runner in Les Roquetes #20
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Barcelona

Trinitat Nova #3 and #16
Both ‘Les Roquetes’ and ‘Trinitat Nova’ demonstrate the areas’
relationships with urban transport. Parked and moving
vehicles are contrasted throughout the set of images.
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DISSEMINATION

Publicity film for Setze barris. Mil
ciutats. Fotografies per a altres
relats de Barcelona
Film available at
https://youtu.be/WLhJLHmuEA4

Ribas’ work was brought together with the wider group
of photographers working under the commission for the
exhibition Setze barris. Mil ciutats. Fotografies per a altres relats
de Barcelona, held at a disused municipal building El Borsí,
Barcelona, 17 February - 17 May 2019. https://www.barcelona.
cat/infobarcelona/ca/setze-barris-mil-ciutats-2_769432.html
The commissioned works have now been housed at the Arxiu Fotogràfic
de Barcelona. Curated by Marta Dahó and Marta Delclòs. https://
ajuntament.barcelona.cat/arxiumunicipal/arxiufotografic/ca/home
(Accessed September 2020).
The project was widely recognised by the city and the region’s cultural
and general press, for example:
•

Corporació Catalana de Mitjans Audiovisuals, SA (2019) https://
www.ccma.cat/324/setze-barris-mil-ciutats-altres-relats-debarcelona/noticia/2913580/ (Accessed September 2020).

•

Visual Korner (2019) https://vklaboratori.com/en/setze-barris-milciutats-fotografies-per-a-altres-relats-de-barcelona/ (Accessed
September 2020).

A round table presentation by the commisioner Marta Delclós with
Andrés Antebi, from Observatori de la Vida Quotidiana, and Valentín
Roma, director de La Virreina Centre de la Imatge, Setze barris. Mil
ciutats. Fotografies per a altres relats de Barcelona was held in March
2019 and is available through YouTube https://youtu.be/8Wb5tQvDrPk
[Accessed September 2020].
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(overleaf)
Trinitat Nova #14 (detail)
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